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Over the last two decades the
number of scientific and technical
meetings held throughout the world
has doubled. In 1958 about 5,000
meetings were held worldwide. 1
This year about 10,000 scientific
meetings will draw participants to-
gether from almost every country in

the world.2 The formal purpose of
these meetings is the exchange of
research results, thoughts and
ideas. Informally, the participants
get the opportunity to renew old ac-
quaintances and meet new contri-
butors.

The names used to describe
meetings vary widely. Depending

on the nature of the meeting and the
intentions of its organizers, a
“meeting” can be called a con-
gress, symposium, conference, col-
loquium, session, convention, semi-
nar, workshop, institute, assembly,
round table, clinic, teach-in, or
summer school. According to Arie
Manten of the Elsevier Publishing

Company, “Workshop is the fash-

ionable term of the nineteen-
seventies when trying to convince

funding institutions that the meet-
ing is dynamic and worthwhile. ”3

But no matter what they are call-

ed or why they are increasing in

number, more conferences mean
more published material. About
three out of four scientific meetings
result in a published record.2

The ‘‘proceedings” of confer-
ences are published under vari-

ous designations including sym-

posium, report, record—and pro-
ceedings. Many appear as multi-

authored books, the titles of which
do not even include the word pro-

ceedings or any of its synonyms.
Others appear in society newslet-
ters or special issues of regularly
published journals. Whatever their
form and title, any librarian will tell

you that the conference literature is
among the most difficult to search
and to acquire. Consequently, I’m
sure this announcement of our plans
to publish the Index to Scientific &
Technical Proceedings ‘m (ISTP ‘M)
will be appreciated by librarians
and researchers all over the world.

Beginning in 1978, ISTP will ap-
pear monthly with semi-annual cu-
mulation. It will be multidisciplin-

ary, covering the proceedings lit-
erature of the life and clinical

sciences (including some psychol-
ogy), agriculture, biology, engineer-

ing and applied sciences, and physi-
cal and chemical sciences. Naturally
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it will include such important

mission-oriented fields as environ-

mental and energy sciences. In

short, lSTP will include all the fields
covered by all the Current Con-
tents@ editions except the social
sciences. Overall, about 3,000 se-
parate published proceedings per
year will be made accessible.

ISTP is not the first reference tool
to attempt to provide bibliographic
control over this very elusive litera-

ture. But L$TP will not merely pro-
vide systematic access to overall
proceedings documents; it will also
index the individual papers they
contain. During its first year, ISTP
will index ,over 90,000 individual

papers. lSTP will serve both as a
current awareness tool (through the

monthly issues) and a retrospective
search tool (through the semi-
annual cumulation). These distinc-
tions are important lest ISTP be
confused with Data Courier’s Cur-
rent Programs4 (to be called Con-

ference Papers Index in 1978)
which provides information on forth-

coming meetings, the British Lend-

ing Library’s Index of Conference
Proceedings Received, 5 Interdok’s
Directory of Published Proceedings,
or Proceedings in Print.

To understand how comprehen-
sive lSTP will be it is first necessary
to realize that the 10,000 confer-
ences held each year actually result
in only about 7,500 published pro-

feedings. z Thus, ISTP’S initial cov-

erage of 3,000 proceedings per
year will include nearly half of the
total volumes published. However,

as with the Science Citation Index@
and Current Contents. we will use
ISl@’ ‘s unique resources, with help

from our Editorial Advisory Board,

to identify the most significant
works. Therefore, we can expect

that from 75 to 90V0 of the impor-
tant papers published in conference
proceedings will be accessible

through ISTP. 1 expect that

Bradford’s Law will apply equally to
proceedings literature as it does to

the journal literature. That is, most
of the important material published
will be contained in a relatively

small core of proceedings. Of
course, we plan to regularly in-

crease ISTP’S coverage as its de-
velopment and use permit.

[STP will put special emphasis on

coverage of proceedings literature
in life sciences, technology and the

applied sciences. There are two

reasons for this. First, more confer-
ence proceedings are published in
the life sciences and technology
than in other fields. Second, tech-
nologists, engineers, and those in
the applied sciences are more prone
than workers in other fields to use
conference proceedings. P.R. Mills

of the University of Bath, England,

found that of 400 conferences heId
in June and July of 1970, approx-
imately 42?Z0 concerned the life
sciences and 39070 technology.5 By
contrast, only 18?70 were in the
physical sciences, and ]5V0 in the

social sciences. (The percentages
add up to 114’+?obecause some of the
sample conferences concerned two

or more subject groups, )

lSTP’S coverage will reflect Mills’
figures. We estimate that of I. STP’s
total coverage the life sciences will
comprise about a third. Engineering
and technology together will com-
prise another third of I. STP’s total



coverage. The physical and chemi-
cal sciences will comprise about
20V0, clinical practice about 10?ZO,

and agriculture, biology, and the
environmental sciences together
about 10’7’..

ISTP is designed to facilitate

browsing as well as specific

searches. The “main entry” for
each proceedings document will be
presented in a table-of-contents

style that will make it easy to scan
the monthly issues to keep up with
recently published proceedings. A

multi-faceted indexing system will
help users locate whatever they are
looking for—whether a complete
proceedings on a general topic or an
individual paper dealing with a spe-

cific aspect of a narrow specialty.
In the case of proceedings pub-

lished in book form, the main entry
will give the title and subtitle, series

title and volume, editor, publisher
and publisher’s address, chapter
titles, authors, author addresses,

and the date and site of the con-
ference. In addition, entries for
books will give the Library of Con-
gress number and the International
Standard Book Number when avail-
able. For proceedings published in
journals, like the example in Figure
1, the information will include con-

ference title, journal title, volume,
issue, year, titles of papers, au-

thors, author addresses, and the

information will enable a librarian
or scientist to easily acquire the
book or journal from the publisher

or through interlibrary loan. The in-
clusion of authors’ addresses also
facilitates reprint requests.

The indexing system includes a
Permuterm” Subject Index, a Con-

ference I oplc Index, a Meeting Lo-
cation Index, a Sponsor Index, an
Author/Editor Index, and a Corpor-
ate Index. Each of these indexes
will refer the user to the main entry

by means of a proceedings number.
Figure 1 contains examples of

various ZSTP entries. The main
entry, designated by its proceed-
ings number, is presented in the top
half of the illustration, the indexes
below it.

The Permuterrn Subject Index

(PSI) is based upon permutations—
or pairings—of significant title
words. In Figure 1, title words have

been permuted from both the
title of the proceedings itself and
the titles of individual papers.
Ophthalmology/Contemporary are
words from the proceedings title;
Rhinoplasty/Cosmetic and Rhino-
plasty/Structural are title words
which appear in individual papers.
Beside each of these pairs the pro-
ceedings number for the main entry
is given. In addition, the PSI will in-
dicate to the user where those terms
may be found within the main en-
try—whether in an individual paper
or the proceedings title. If the sub-
ject term occurs in the proceedings

title, the PSI will indicate this with a
“T.” If it occurs within the title of

an individual paper, the page num-
ber of the title within the proceed-
ings will be given.

Like the PSI, the Sponsor, Meet-

ing Location, and Corporate Indexes
will refer the user to the main entry
via the proceedings number. The

Sponsor Index will also include the
geographical location of each con-

ference. Since a single organizat ion,
such as the National Science Foun-
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Figure 1. The Index to Scientific & Technical Proceedings ‘“

~l~~PTM~u samples of various entries.
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dation, may sponsor several con-
ferences a year, the conference lo-

cation may help the user identify

the correct meeting. The Meeting
Location Index will consist of an al-
phabetical listing of countries, and

the states and cities within them,
and will supply the titles and pro-
ceedings number for conferences
held in each area.

The Corporate Index lets you
search by the affiliation of the au-

thor. Thus, to use the example in
Figure 1, if you remembered that
someone from the Massachusetts
Eye and Ear Infirmary had present-
ed a paper of interest but you didn’t
know the title or the author’s name,
you could locate not only the in-

dividual paper but the full proceed-
ings through a single look-up in the
Corporate Index.

Two other indexes not illustrated
here are the Author/ Editor Index
and the Category Index. Both are
simple to use. In the Author/Editor
Index, an alphabetical look-up of

the name of an author or editor will
refer the user to the main entry by
the proceedings number. Moreover,
the index will indicate by page num-
ber, like the PSI and Corporate In-
dex, where within the main entry

the editor’s name will be found,
Editors will be designated by an

“E” in the page number column.
The Category Index will organize

the proceedings according to about
100 broad subject categories. Below
each heading will be a listing of
related conference titles and their

proceedings numbers, to refer the
user to the main entry.

Earlier this year I announced that
the 1977 Science Citation Index

(SCIW ) would include coverage of
non-journal material.6 This non-
journal material presently includes
published proceedings, mono-
graphic series, and multi-authored
books. There will be no reduction of
proceedings coverage in the SCI
when lSTP comes into being. [t is
important to note, however, that
ISTP will cover about 1,250 more
separate proceedings volumes than
the SCZ. ISTP will also, with one
major exception, offer a wider vari-

ety of indexing approaches to locate
specific information. The exception
is that the SCl will remain the only
place you can use citation indexing

to locate proceedings information.
In other words, ISTP does not con-

tain a citation index.
ISTP will index only proceedings

literature which involves one-time
outputs of scientific meetings.
These should not be confused with
such “proceedings” as the Pro-
ceedings of the Society for Experi-
mental Biology and Medicine, Pro-
ceedings of the IEEE, and Pro-
ceedings of the National Academy
oj” Sciences, which in reality are
regularly published journals rather

than conference proceedings. lSTP
will not include coverage of such

publications, except when special
issues include the proceedings of

specific, named conferences. We
will be carefully screening all publi-
cations whose titles or contents sug-
gest that they may really be one-
time conference proceedings.

It is important to realize that ISTP
will cover proceedings only after
they have been published. Some
other tools cover conference pro-
grams which may or may not de-
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velop into published proceedings.7

Users of such tools are often frus-
trated trying to obtain proceedings
which do not exist.

Reference librarians are often ex-
pected to act as detectives, using

fragments of information to locate
various items in the proceedings
literature. The various indexes

found in ISTP are vital for such

detective work. And if the proceed-
ings can be found in ISTP, the user
can be sure that it has been
published. By its very nature, there-
fore, fSTP will be an important
bibliographic verification tool.

ISTP will reduce as much as

possible the time lag between pub-

lication and indexing that exists
with present tools. It is anticipated
that the time lag between publica-
tion of a proceedings and its cover-
age in lSTP will not exceed two
months. However, ISTP will not be

able to reduce the lag time which
occurs between the conference itself

and publication of its proceedings.
But we do find publishers most co-
operative in expediting the process-
ing of this material.

The price of ISTP is $500 per
year. For information on ordering,
please refer to the ad and order

form on the back cover of this Issue

of Cuwent Contents.
According to Helmut Drubba of

the Technical Information Library in
Hanover, West Germany, the pro-
liferation of scientific conferences

and their published literature has
been caused by two technological

developments: the jet plane and off-
set printing.7 Conferences held all
over the world are made possible to
a large extent by jet travel, Drubba
contends, and offset printing allows
proceedings to be produced in large
volume. This has resulted in the
bibliographic nightmare that I’ve
talked about before.6 While ISTP
may not end that nightmare, it will
bring the handling of conference

proceedings into the jet age.
When 1 have dicussed non-journal

literature in the past, 1 pointed out

that, unlike earlier decades, authors

now seldom repeat in journals work

that they have reported in full at
meetings. Thus the importance of

ISTP and non-journal coverage by

SCI are consistent with the changed
conditions of the jet-set world with
its computerized typesetting and
other means for making science
more and more a real-time
phenomenon.
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